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Learning Objectives
•
•
•
•

Understand the added value of cloud technologies in infrastructure projects
Learn how InfraWorks bridge design leverages enterprise cloud work-sharing with
BIM 360
Learn how to integrate applications that are not cloud-ready
Learn how to share your data and supporting assets

Description
With the introduction of enterprise cloud work-sharing in InfraWorks 2019, we explore how BIM
360 is changing the way engineering teams are collaborating on infrastructure projects. This
session will explore workflows and tools that enables engineering teams to design, share and
collaborate. We'll take a closer look at the InfraWorks bridge design workflows, how to integrate
applications that are not cloud-ready and understand the added value of cloud technologies.

Speaker
Morgan Smith’s career stretches back to the early 1990s where he started out as a Surveyor’s
field assistant. After sweating it out for a couple of years in the hot Australian sun, he sought the
comfort of the office and begun his drafting career on the drawing board. A couple of years later
made the transition to AutoCAD R12 (DOS).
Over the next 20 years, Morgan worked as a Senior CAD technician / CAD Systems Manager
for large consulting companies within Australia. During this time, he was involved in a wide
variety of projects, including large complex infrastructure for road transit authorities and joint
venture partners. In 2013, he joined an Autodesk Partner as a Technical Consultant providing a
range of services including Technical support, Software implementation and Training until 2015.
Morgan now part of the team at Autodesk as a Designated Support Specialist delivering
Enterprise Priority Support services to its most strategic customers. In this role he provides
technical guidance, analytics, thought leadership, and hands-on, root-cause problem resolution
to help and inspire enterprise customers to maximize the business value and adoption of their
technology investments.
In addition to his duties over the years, Morgan is an AutoCAD Civil 3D Certified Professional,
Autodesk Certified Instructor and has previously spoken at RTC Australasia and Autodesk
University Australia.

Introduction
For Civil Engineers, embracing new ways of working is the key to overcoming some of today’s
productivity obstacles. Many leading engineering firms are leveraging the cloud to help them
collaborate better, boost productivity, and deliver projects faster. Infrastructure project teams
often require contributions from multiple specialists and consultants based at different firms. So,
coordination and collaboration play significant roles in project delivery. But often, traditional
methods of project communication, like phone calls and long email threads often slow down
productivity, and create gaps where feedback falls through the cracks. That’s why it’s essential
that all team members on a project can be plugged into centralized project data from anywhere
and maintain quick and easy communication to ensure everyone is on the same page.
Since the introduction of Infrastructure Modeler 2013 R2 back in Oct 2012, InfraWorks users
have been leveraging the cloud to help them collaborate better, boost productivity, and deliver
projects faster. With the 2019 release of InfraWorks, designers can now use BIM 360 Document
Management (BIM 360 Docs) to share, view, edit, and comment online models between design
teams and clients. As cloud collaboration tools have evolved so too has the Bridge Design
toolset. These updates make modeling easier and more accurate as the level of complexity has
increased. Data can now be sent seamlessly to Autodesk Structural Bridge Design, revised
designs dynamically updated in Revit and create specialized bridge parts leveraging parametric
generic objects.
The goal of this presentation is to familiarize you with an understanding on how InfraWorks
bridge design leverages enterprise cloud work-sharing with BIM 360 Docs, understand how to
integrate applications that are not cloud-ready and share your data and supporting assets. Let’s
get started.

Understand the added value of cloud technologies
The pace of infrastructure projects keeps increasing. As teams need to account for
progressively complex planning and permitting, the number of participants and stakeholders
seems to grow from one project to the next. Multiple engineering and environmental specialists
must weigh in on even relatively small projects. This requires a level of collaboration and
coordination that adds time and effort. Many civil engineers use Building Information Modeling
(BIM) processes and tools to improve this cross-team collaboration and coordination. Even
though this is still improving on civil projects, teams still rely heavily on traditional ways of
interacting, such as phone, email, and in-person meetings. These methods may be limiting
productivity, especially when project team members are in different offices—and sometimes in
different countries.
It is recognized that success is linked to adaptability. Engineering leaders highlighted the
professional skills civil engineers will need to thrive. They include:
• Rapid mastery of new technology
• Agile collaboration with multidisciplinary teams, including virtual teams
• Proactive project management that advances projects within budgets, schedules, and
other constraints
These are just three of the skills required, but cloud-based collaboration can further each one.

The cloud provides the perfect building blocks for a bridge over traditional communication gaps.
It’s available anytime and anywhere. Cloud-based tools designed specifically for architecture,
engineering, and construction (AEC) professionals support your workflows, project needs, and
file types. Industry-focused tools go well beyond simple file storage and exchange. These tools
support the specific scheduling and collaboration processes that help your teams develop
deliverables efficiently. Just as importantly, these tools are designed to let teams view
CAD and model-based design files—in the office and in the field

When things go wrong
Let’s look at an example. Imagine a project delivered 99 days behind schedule. When a project
goes smoothly there’s plenty of praise to go around. However, when it goes wrong it can be
become famous for all the wrong reasons.

TODAY’S CONSTRUCTION SITES ARE PLAGUED BY A LACK OF COMMUNICATION BETWEEN TEAMS, LEADING TO
MISSED DEADLINES, COSTLY REWORK, AND A PROJECT THAT BECOMES FAMOUS FOR ALL OF THE WRONG
REASONS.

What if we removed the traditional ways of working that drain productivity?
• Gaps in communication processes between teams
• Wading through mountains of emails to find important project information
• Outdated data and plans that are riddled with version control errors.
• Poor visibility into key project information that negatively impacts quality in the field
• Paper and paper-based processes
• Inability to open latest files due to lack of access to design software
Project stakeholders know that mistakes caused by lack of communication cost money
and can slow project progress to a crawl.

Why a common data platform?
Now if we looked at the same example what would it look like if we used a common data
platform or CDP?

A COMMON DATA PLATFORM CAN ENSURE THAT ALL STAKEHOLDERS ARE ON THE SAME PAGE, AND
THAT THEY ALWAYS HAVE ACCESS TO THE MOST UP-TO-DATE INFORMATION.

A cloud-based construction-specific management system can provide the common data
platform needed for projects to proceed on time, on budget, and without errors—using approval
processes and workflows to control information sharing in a collaborative work environment.
Imagine….
• users to exchange information with other organizations and create an approval process
that ensures all teams are working off documents that have been fully reviewed and
approved by the team owner that created them.
• Built-in workflows that align all project teams and prevent information loss
• Tracking all activity across the common data platform—capturing milestones, history,
and version information
• Team members to be able to access all models and information from a mobile, tablet, or
laptop device, ensuring project teams are no longer chained to the site office.
This common data platform is Autodesk BIM 360 and includes various BIM 360 web service
applications including BIM 360 Design, BIM 360 Glue, BIM 360 Docs, BIM 360 Build, BIM 360
Plan, and BIM 360 Ops. We will now focus on how InfraWorks bridge design leverages
enterprise cloud work-sharing with BIM 360 Docs and Autodesk Desktop Connector

Traditional bridge design workflow
To understand how we can leverage BIM 360, we must understand why traditional bridge
design workflows have specific challenges. Bridges in general have complex geometry, are
highly standardized (not in a good way) and suffer from software fragmentation.

TRADITIONAL WORKFLOWS

These challenges are brought into focus when you realize there are several if not numerous
paths to take when designing a bridge. Engineers will revert to one if not more than one of the
following methods:
1. Hand drawings/sketches
2. 2D AutoCAD or other CAD based software
3. Bridge Modeler Extension for Autodesk Civil 3D
4. Bridge Modeler Extension for Autodesk Revit
5. Revit
6. Dynamo/Revit
7. Autodesk InfraWorks
8. Point Cloud Scan data
9. Photos/SketchUp/Videos
Depending on which methods are chosen there will be pros and cons to each one. It is
important there is a clean, simple, easy to learn method; one that most, if not all end users can
adapt into their initial design phase of their projects.
This is even more important as technology provides a fundamental shift in project execution. On
today’s projects will you see:
• More detailed design engineering up front
• Multi-disciplinary collaboration
• Owners requirements are changing
As a result, traditional drawing-based methods are no longer adequate to remain competitive.

Bridge design workflow leveraging InfraWorks
Users who have embraced BIM and cloud centric workflows, began to realize the benefits of
using InfraWorks in a collaborative work environment. These include:
• Support large projects with many roads, interchanges and bridges, in a collaborative
manner
• Optioneer using rules and analytics to generate optimal designs
• Calculate reliable quantities and costs
• Efficiently document and allow for changes
• Address construction staging

OPTIONEER USING SPECIALIZED BRIDGE PARTS LEVERAGING PARAMETRIC GENERIC OBJECTS.

With the introduction of parametric generic objects, many different types of bridges now can be
designed in InfraWorks. If you wish to explore this workflow, I recommended viewing to
following webinars:
Concrete Bridge Design – Conception to Fabrication
What’s New in InfraWorks 2019.2

CONCRETE GIRDER BRIDGE WORKFLOW

Collaborating with InfraWorks (2019.x)
You can collaborate on your Autodesk InfraWorks models in the cloud with BIM 360 Document
Management and Shared Views. If you do not have a BIM 360 account with access to a BIM
360 Document Management project, there is a local collaboration option available as well.

CLOUD CONNECTED COLLABORATION TOOLS

Cloud Collaboration
BIM 360 Document Management (Enterprise Ready)
Users of Autodesk InfraWorks can collaborate on their InfraWorks models in the cloud provided
that they have a BIM 360 account, and permission to collaborate in a BIM 360 Document
Management project. You can subscribe to BIM 360 Document Management or sign up for a free
trial
Autodesk Desktop Connector
Manage data sources for an InfraWorks model with Autodesk Desktop Connector. You can use
Desktop Connector to add data sources to your model from BIM 360 or Autodesk Drive.
Shared Views
A shared view is an online visual representation of your Autodesk InfraWorks model. With a
subscription to Autodesk InfraWorks, you can create, upload, and distribute shared views that
can be viewed and commented on in a web browser. An email is sent to you when anyone
comments on a shared view you created. You can view and reply to comments directly
from Autodesk InfraWorks. New comments must be added in Autodesk Viewer.

Local collaboration
Local models are stored on your local system or a mapped network drive but are not associated with
a BIM 360 account or BIM 360 Document Management project. You can share the .SQLITE model
file and associated model resource folders directly with others to collaborate on a model offline.
Note: If you do not have a BIM 360 account, your models will be stored locally on your system.

Leverage enterprise ready cloud work-sharing with BIM 360
As discussed earlier, InfraWorks 2019 enables teams to collaborate with the help of the BIM
360’s Document Management module (also known as BIM 360 docs). But why the change?
BIM 360 is built for collaboration. It accepts many file types, has a viewer that can view many
data types like DWGs, Revit files, 3D models, PDFs, and much more. It has granular and
intuitive user access control, has tools for mark-ups, comments, and much more. It makes
perfect sense for InfraWorks collaboration to be handled with BIM 360 rather than having a
separate collaboration platform. InfraWorks models are often a component of an overall
infrastructure project so they’re better alongside other project data, rather than off in their own
silo.

BIM 360 NEXT GENERATION PLATFORM, SHOWING CLASSIC PRODUCTS

Now that you have a BIM 360 project with an InfraWorks model in it, what can you do with it?
I recommended viewing to following webinars:
• InfraWorks and BIM 360: What you need to know. Includes section on migrating from
InfraWorks 2018.2 or earlier.
May 2nd Civil Community Webcast: What’s Up with InfraWorks and BIM 360?
• Using BIM 360 Docs for the first time?
Jeff Bartel’s “Getting up to Speed with BIM 360 Docs” video series

When revisiting the concrete girder bridge workflow, most software applications are supported
by the BIM 360 Next Generation Platform: BIM 360 Docs; BIM 360 Design and BIM 360 Glue.

CONCRETE GIRDER BRIDGE WORKFLOW HIGHLIGHTING BIM 360 MODULES

If we focus on BIM 360 as a common data platform, BIM 360 Docs and Desktop Connector is
now at the center of the collaborative work environment.

HOW BIM 360 DOCS AND DESKTOP CONNECTOR ENABLES USER IN A COLLABORATIVE WORK ENVIRONMENT

Learn how to integrate applications that are not cloud-ready
Unlike other generic cloud file management solutions (e.g. Dropbox, Box, One Drive, Google
Drive, etc.), BIM 360 Docs is designed to a project-centric tool intended to overcome the
multidiscipline collaboration challenges during the design and development phase of a project.
BIM 360 Design leverages BIM 360 Docs to host the cloud central Revit model.
However, BIM 360 Docs was missing a desktop replication functionality until Desktop Connector
for BIM 360 was released. Desktop Connector is a nifty file management solution that connects
the cloud seamlessly to your desktop, allowing you to easily organize 2D and 3D data in your
architecture and engineering design projects.

MANAGE FILES IN THE CLOUD, NOW FROM YOUR DESKTOP

What does Desktop Connector overcome?
Manage cloud files and folders on your desktop
Once desktop connector is installed you will see a drive in Windows Files Explorer mirroring the
structure of projects, folders, and files located on the connected data source. From there, you
can perform basic file management actions on the folders and files, such as viewing, moving,
renaming, adding, exporting, and even going to a file in the data source. All the changes
performed on the connected drive files and folders are synced back to BIM 360 Docs
automatically and made available to other project members using Desktop Connector, mobile
app or web client.
One feature that makes the synchronization process efficient is that even though you might be a
member of multiple hubs and projects with large number of files, Desktop Connector caches
only the files that are actively used on your desktop and will not sync down every single file.
This saves local storage and bandwidth consumption, setting Desktop Connector apart from
other solutions.

Work directly on your cloud files
Previously, if you needed to work on the files located on your BIM 360 Docs project, you had to
do it on your local copy of the file and upload the final file manually as a new version to BIM 360
Docs using the web client. Now, by using Autodesk Desktop Connector, BIM 360 Docs can be
your actual working drive meaning you can open files directly from and save to the BIM 360
Docs connected drive using any authoring desktop application. This way, the latest files are
available to you or invited project members from anywhere and you are no longer bound to your
local office file server. You can even work offline and upload changes when the Desktop
Connector is back online.
BIM 360 Design files can now link to other cloud references
BIM 360 Design has been a revolutionary solution enabling Revit users from different
geographic locations to work on a cloud-based central model. However, a Revit file is often
linked to other entities, such as DWG backgrounds, Keynote text files, etc. Previously you had
to use other generic file sharing solutions to replicate those entities for all team members so the
whole team have access to them. By using Desktop Connector, you can now upload all those
entities to the same BIM 360 Docs project folder structure and link them to the cloud-hosted
work-sharing Revit model from the connected drive.

What still needs to be overcome with Desktop Connector?
When working through any known issues, I can definitely can say somethings need to be
resolved before we can really say “It’s ready for the big time”.
1. High trust environment due to “File locking” feature only available in BIM 360 Docs.
Users can lock (and unlock) project documents in order to support work-in-progress
design workflows as well as to avoid over-writing the final version of a record
document. This locking feature for drawings, models, and files managed in the “Project
Files” folders. Users will need “Edit” and above permissions to lock and unlock files, and
all users will be able to see who has locked the file. Refer Here.

LOCK OPTION AVAILABLE IN MENU FOR USERS WITH “EDIT” AND ABOVE PERMISSION

2. When opening files from Desktop Connector there is no auto-lock feature. Currently if 2
users open, for example, the same DWG cloud file from a Connected Drive, they can
both work on the file and save; this will cause work loss and version conflict.

3. Creating a Link in your design tool using Desktop Connector is only available in Revit
2018.3, 2019, or higher versions. This is ideal when modelling in Revit using BIM 360
Design as you can Link non-Revit or non-workshared Revit files directly. Other products
not so much. If the design tool can’t create links using Desktop Connector, xrefs and
existing linked files are not supported.
4. Fortunately, there is a workaround when uploading / publishing linked Revit files or
AutoCAD files that include xrefs to BIM 360 Docs. When uploading, you must specify the
parent or host file, which will be linked to the child file data. Want to update or revise a
linked file? A "parent/host file and linked files need to be upload together at once" this
also applies for updating the models, you will need to upload all files again which are
linked to this model using the same process and this will then create a version 2 of these
files. There is not a possibility of updating any of the files individually and having them
remain linked.

5. Support for Civil 3D is not quite there yet. Data Shortcuts and creating links are not
supported. The only supported feature is the new “Site Collaboration between Civil 3D
and Revit”. This tool links topography from Civil 3D into Revit using Autodesk Desktop
Connector and BIM 360 Docs and will also be able to interact with this topography in
Revit with surface hosting, tagging and scheduling.

CLICK IMAGE TO VIEW WORKFLOW

How to share your data and supporting assets
Earlier we discussed managing other data types and how to leverage them. We are now going
to cover how to manage data sources and supporting assets for an InfraWorks model with
Autodesk Desktop Connector.

InfraWorks and BIM 360 data sources
In InfraWorks 2019.2 you can use Desktop Connector to add data sources to your model
from BIM 360 or Autodesk Drive. It’s now possible to store, manage and share data sources for
an InfraWorks model on the Desktop Connector, which will sync the data sources to BIM 360 or
Autodesk Drive. This means anyone else working on the model will also have access to the
same data sources, allowing the project team to reconfigure and refresh the data sources as
needed for their work.

CLICK IMAGE TO VIEW WORKFLOW

Content such as shape files can be located in BIM 360 folders and added as a data source,
configured with relevant data type and geolocation information. After importing the data, the
connection string points to the local location. The process is the same for other data types such
as 3D models. Just browse the Desktop Connector local hub and then configure the data source
and position the 3D model numerically or interactively. Once the model has been synced, other
project collaborators gain access to the model and those elements sourced from the Desktop
Connector also point locally on the collaborator’s model.

InfraWorks specific Assets
With desktop connector and BIM 360 you can store anything that can be consumed in
InfraWorks.For example: assets in the style palette, storyboards, bookmarks, etc.
It’s important to create a “InfraWorks” directory with sub folders to store your custom styles,
materials, storyboards and bookmarks. Some content can be directly exported to your
connected drive and others will need to be “harvested” from your project folder.

A couple of examples:
To export bookmarks, you need to navigate to the “cache location for cloud models” as
nominated in the application options. If you use the default setting, it will be stored in your User
folder: C:\Users\<username>\Documents\Autodesk InfraWorks Models\Autodesk 360\<5-digit
number>\model.files\unver\Bookmarks\. You can copy the *. JSON files to BIM360.
To share a custom component road assembly, you need to navigate to the “cache location for
cloud models” and locate \model.files\unver\Content\Styles\Component\Custom. You can copy
the custom assembly (MyAssemblyName.ACitem) and the corresponding thumbnail (name.png)

Resources
Autodesk Help Files
InfraWorks
http://help.autodesk.com/view/INFMDR/ENU/
BIM 360
http://help.autodesk.com/view/BIM360D/ENU/
BIM 360 Team
http://help.autodesk.com/view/BIM360T/ENU/
Autodesk Desktop Connector
https://help.autodesk.com/view/CONNECT/ENU/

Blogs:
AEC Connection
https://civilimmersion.typepad.com/aec_connection/
Civil Immersion
https://civilimmersion.typepad.com/
Autodesk Civil Engineering Community Center
http://civil-community.autodesk.com/

Other:
Autodesk Health Dashboard
BIM 360 Community Hub
Enterprise Customer Hub

https://health.autodesk.com/
https://bim360hub.autodesk.com/
https://enterprisehub.autodesk.com/

